
We pioneered the dedicated Discovery Practice in 1995
and have more than two decades of experience advising
the world's largest companies across all phases of the e-
discovery process in crisis investigations and litigation
of all types.  Chambers USA (2023), Chambers Global
(2023), and Legal 500 (2023) have identified our
practice as one of the top e-discovery practices in the
country.  Chambers states that the team is known for
“hosting a substantial and sought after team of
attorneys” that “regularly undertakes e-discovery
management mandates on high-stakes cases and
investigations.”  Clients refer to us as “one of the best
legal teams in the business who have a lot of experience
with complex and sophisticated matters,” (Chambers
USA 2023) and as “the premiere e-discovery practice in
the nation, full stop. There is no comparison.” (Legal
500 US). Legal 500 notes we have bench strength
beyond measure and a team of attorneys and specialized
e-discovery experts that can handle any issue, no matter
how complex or massive.”  Our attorneys:

prepare and negotiate ESI protocols;
manage and implement email, IM and mobile
retention policies and defensible deletion/purging;
conduct and manage data preservation, collection,
review and production;
develop litigation readiness tools and playbooks;
advise on Microsoft Office 365 and mobile device
challenges;
defend e-discovery practices in court;
manage and conduct multilingual cross-border
document review projects;
review and negotiate vendor contracts saving our
clients millions of dollars; and
perform due diligence for complex transactions.

Our world e-discovery practice is led by industry
pioneers Rose Jones, John Tucker and Ronni Solomon,
and supported by the most experienced group of e-
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discovery attorneys with the longest average tenure in
the field – 10.5 years.  With a team of 100 full-time,
dedicated attorneys, including a dedicated presence in
our London office, we quickly mobilize to respond to
clients in crisis around the globe and these clients rely
on the quality of our work and experience to ensure that
e-discovery does not become a costly sideshow in their
matters.
Insights
ARTICLE
March 6, 2024
Legal Tech: A Guide for In-house Lawyers Using the NIST
Framework

ARTICLE
March 1, 2024
Chapter 1: Automation in legal departments

ARTICLE
January 25, 2024
The Collaborative Division of Labor: Humans and AI in
Legal Document Drafting
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Events
SPEAKING ENGAGEMENT
May 28, 2024
Kassi Burns to Speak on the Beverly Hills Bar
Association’s Webinar

SPEAKING ENGAGEMENT
May 15, 2024
Rose Jones to Speak on the Technology Concepts &
Design Inc Webinar

SPEAKING ENGAGEMENT
May 14, 2024
Rose Jones to Speak on American Bar Association
Webinar
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News
RECOGNITION
April 25, 2024
Rose Jones Selected to Leadership Atlanta’s Class of
2025

IN THE NEWS
February 17, 2024
Kassi Burns discusses regulatory agencies guidance on
off-channel communications and how that might impact
startups
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RECOGNITION
February 16, 2024
King & Spalding Earns Strong Rankings in Chambers
Global 2024 Guide
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